juno Quiz
Name:

The Canadian museum on the D-Day beaches
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Follow
this order
for your
visit.
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Listen carefully to what
the Canadian guide tells you
before watching the movie.
He or she will give you
some answers!
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Outside the Centre,
you saw a beach. It is one
of the beaches where “D-Day”
took place on June 6, 1944.
The landings are…

■ summer vacations!
■ also called “D-Day”. It is the day when Canadians,
British and Americans came from the sea to help liberate the French.
Ask one of the friendly Canadian guides why he or she works here.
Write down your answer below:
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This movie shows you what
a Canadian soldier could have
been thinking as he was
approaching the Norman coast.

Now that you have seen the film, do you agree with these statements?
Canadian soldiers think war is like a video game.
■ yes
■ no
They think of their families, country or loved ones before leaving.
■ yes
■ no
They will have to be brave and not let their comrades down.
■ yes
■ no
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Before the war, during
the 1930s, Canada is a land
of immigration.

Find the two cylinders that you can turn
with black and white photos on them.
When they arrived in Canada, immigrants came from many different countries.
Identify at least 3 of them.
1.
2.
3.

Find the red and blue drawers.
Each drawer contains BEFORE/AFTER photos.
What has changed in Canada during the 1930s?
Complete the sentences you find inside these drawers.
During the Depression,
thousands of people were

.

The 1929 crisis results in

.

People are so poor they have to eat in

.
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Find the timeline on the wall.

B

Locate this photo of the woman crying,
as she is forced to salute the soldiers,
and the photo of children sleeping in camps.
Complete the sentences below.
1938. October
Hitler
Czechoslovakia’s Sudetenland.
1939. March
Hitler
what remains of Czechoslovakia.

In your opinion, in this period,
were peace and freedom in danger?

■ yes

■ no

Enter the small green room.
What are these strange wooden boxes on the walls?

■ bread boxes ■ mailboxes for letters
■ radios
■ televisions without screens
From them, you can hear speeches about…

■ declarations of war.

■ return to peace.
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C

Complete the large sentence
written in yellow on the wall.

,
.

When the people are 		
democracy is in 		

Look for this symbol
and open the drawers.
Tick the right answers.

1 Find the first drawer.
According to you, did soldier Windsor McDonald
enlist in the Canadian army because he…

■ was forced to enlist.
■ he wanted to join.
2 Find the second drawer.
Sailor Raymond Bérubé, recalls a moment during the Battle of the Atlantic.
The tragic incident took place…

■ on board a ship.

■ on board an airplane.

3 Find the third drawer.
Pilot Jim Whalen wrote a letter home to his mother in 1941.
In this letter, he does not tell her the truth because…

■ he does not want her to worry about him.
■ he is trying to impress her.
In 1944, Jim died during an air raid. Look closely at the newspaper
clipping where his mother is presented with his medal. What do you think
the expression “posthumously” means?

■ It means that the medal is white and blue.
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■ It means that the medal goes to his mother because Jim died.

4 Find the fourth drawer.
Soldier Rolland Gravel explains how he was taken
prisoner of war.
How old was he when he was finally released?

■ 19 years old

■ 22 years old

■ 25 years old

Find the four
coloured cylinders.
Line up all the colours
together.
Based on what you have assembled,
do you think that women had the right
to join the various services of
he Canadian forces?
(Army, Navy, Air Force.)

■ No, absolutely not!
■ Yes, but this was all very new
for them and they were not allowed
to go into combat.

Find this image.

What are these funny tickets? Read the yellow text panel to help you!

■ They are stamps for letters.
■ They are rationing tickets for food and gasoline.
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C

Using the citations below, try to place the different leaders
of the countries at war, and place them in the categories provided.

“He is very much aware of the danger
that Nazi Germany represents.”
United States of America / Roosevelt
“Plays an active role in the Japanese invasion
of China… His new post is an opportunity
to strengthen the powersof the Japanese military…”
Japan / Tojo
“He represents England’s resistance
against Germany’s growing power…”
Great Britain / Churchill
“Like most dictators, he has his political opponents
imprisoned, tortured or murdered. Later,
when Hitler turns against him and tries to invade Russia,
he sides together with the Allies.”
USSR or RUSSIA / Stalin
“He leaves to each Canadian citizen the decision
whether to enlist and fight overseas.”
Canada / King
“He uses political violence and does not hesitate
to arrest, torture or assassinate opponents…
he sets in place racists laws and persecutes Jews.”
Italy / Mussolini
“He promotes a nationalist policy that favours cooperating
with Germany, by taking measures against Jews.”
Vichy France / Pétain
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“He believes the Germans are a superior race with
a right to expand their territory as much as they need…
His murderous hatred of Jews results in the forced exile
of many… he organizes their extermination in a systematic way.”
Germany / Hitler
“…he makes a radio broadcast asking the French
people to resist… Churchill acknowledges him
as the leader of the free French.”»
Free France / De Gaulle

Allies
(democracies)

AxIS
(dictatorships)

others / unsure
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In 1944, the average age
of a soldier was 21 years old.
Can you find out how old they are today?

In order to do this subtraction,
write down the year below.

1 Subtraction

2 Addition

20_ _

__

- 1944

+21

__

__

Current
year

copy your
answer
Average age
The age of a
veteran today

What about you? Do you know someone in your family or neighbourhood
that has lived through the Second World War and is about the same age?

In this same room, look for this object.

Read the story of paratrooper George Lacroix.
Who received this Canadian Memorial Cross that you see in the display case?
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E

In this dark room, the names
of the 45, 000 Canadians who died
during the Second World War
are projected on the black screen above.
How long does it take to watch the entire list?

■ 20 minutes

■ 3 hours
■ 13 ½ hours

Room

G

The war is over. You are now
in a bright room. Here you find
the stories of Canadians today!

Among the 24 Canadians presented, pick out your favourite quote or phrase
with quotation “marks”.
Name:
Ancestors
Citation

”

.”
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On your way out of the museum, you will notice these funny looking
columns with small blue plaques on them. What do you think they are?

■ Each blue plaque represents a donation
that helped build the Juno Beach Centre.
Sometimes, the name of a Canadian veteran
is inscribed on them.

■ They are the addresses of Canadians to whom
you can write to order maple syrup.

We hope that you enjoyed
our museum and thank you
for your visit!

www.junobeach.org
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